
Although Vaesen’s nine capacities provide mechanisms for tool
use transmission, maintenance, and improvement, thereby
advancing technology, they are not preconditions for tool use
as such. Therefore, although human technological achievements
are unique, Vaesen’s capacities and tool use itself may not be.

Studies of behavioral trait evolution demand an appropriate
comparison group (i.e., all hominoidea, all anthropoidea, or all
primates), but surveying analogous behaviors in distant taxa can
elucidate the ecological and evolutionary contexts of these
traits. Vaesen focuses on great ape studies that support his
claims and ignores conflicting data. He extensively refers to the
(phylogenetically distant) monkey literature that suits his argu-
ment (e.g., Cummins-Sebree & Fragaszy 2005; Hauser 1997)
and ignores relevant monkey and even ape studies that do not
(e.g., Hauser et al. 2002; Santos et al. 2003; Whiten et al. 2005;
although Whiten et al. 2005 is mentioned later in a different
context). In fact, Whiten et al.’s (2005) study and a new study
(Hanus et al. 2011) may very well indicate functional fixedness
in chimpanzees. The ape studies Vaesen does mention here are
placed in Note 14, and one (Carvalho et al. 2009) provides a
strong case of tool reuse.

Among more distant taxa, bottlenose dolphins in Shark Bay,
Australia, reuse basket sponge tools for a little more than an
hour, as presumably during that period the tool remains func-
tional; but much beyond that, functionality is lost and the tool
is discarded (Patterson & Mann 2011). Furthermore, functional
fixedness is not necessarily a valuable cognitive trait and may
even be inhibitory (e.g., Hanus et al. 2011). Flexibility, on the
other hand, is a cognitive bonus, as with little to no modification
a single tool becomes many (e.g., chimpanzees use sticks to fish
for termites, honey [Fay & Carroll 1994], and ants [McGrew
1974] and even as hunting spears [Pruetz & Bertolani 2007]).
When discussing executive control and forethought, Vaesen
focuses on ape studies by Osvath and Osvath (2008) but fails to
mention other ape research (e.g., Biro & Matsuzawa 1999;
Boesch 1994; Boesch & Boesch 1989; Dufour & Sterck 2008;
Noser & Byrne 2010; Osvath 2008). Vaesen does mention two
additional studies, but again they are buried, in Note 20 rather
than in the main body of his text. In fact, conflicting literature
is repeatedly placed in notes (e.g., hand-eye coordination [5],
functional representation [14], executive control and forethought
[20], heuristics for selecting models for social learning [29], and
food sharing [31]).

While not implicitly stating it, Vaesen strongly implies that
human tool use and his nine capacities coevolved. If so, then
Vaesen must address whether the phenotype was selected for
and whether its current utility is the same as its historic use
(Gould & Lewontin 1979). Human technology is obviously
indicative of higher cognitive ability, but may be a product of
our cognition rather than the selective force behind it. Two
other well-established brain evolution theories deserve consider-
ation: the social brain hypothesis (Byrne & Whiten 1988; Dunbar
1998) and the ecological complexity hypothesis (Reader &
Laland 2002). Although tool use likely played a role in our cogni-
tive evolution, either as a product or as a driving factor, it
demands a systematic and comprehensive approach.

Finally, most of Vaesen’s arguments rely on a lack of evidence,
rather than evidence of absence (de Waal & Ferrari 2010). This
amounts to trying to prove the null hypothesis, a nearly futile task
when comparing across taxa because of (1) a lack of data for some
species, (2) low ecological validity, (3) poor internal validity due
to poorly designed tasks, (4) biases in research effort, and (5)
the sheer difficulty of researching cognition in animals. Vaesen
even admits, but is not deterred by the fact, that for 8 of the 16
traits he claims are decidedly more pronounced in humans
than in chimpanzees, few data are available (Table 2).

Tool use should be studied with a comparative approach,
including the examination of other taxa and analogous behaviors,
and by maintaining an appreciation for the ecological and social
contexts in which tool use arises (de Waal & Ferrari 2010). For

example, Povinelli’s studies on captive chimpanzees using
human behavioral models fail to show causal reasoning (but see
Call 2010), whereas Cheney and Seyfarth’s (1995) study with
wild baboons, which uses more relevant tests, seems to demon-
strate causal reasoning in natural social contexts. With more
appropriate tests, apes may very well excel (albeit, not to the
level of humans) in all of the nine capacities. Non-primates,
such as rats, crows, and likely elephants, show causal reasoning
(Blaisdell et al. 2006; Plotnik et al. 2011; Taylor et al. 2009a).

Other areas that could benefit from this comparative approach
include, but are not limited too, imitation (e.g., dolphins;
Herman 2002), social learning (e.g., woodpecker finches;
Tebbich et al. 2001), social intelligence (e.g., dolphins; Connor
2007), insight learning (e.g., crows; Taylor et al. 2010), fore-
thought (e.g., dolphins; McCowan et al. 2000), teaching (e.g.,
meerkats; Thornton & McAuliffe 2006), inhibition (e.g.,
rodents, birds, and marine invertebrates; Dally et al. 2010; Kim
2010; Vander Wall et al. 2009), food sharing (e.g., killer whales;
Ford & Ellis 2006), and theory of mind (e.g., dolphins and ele-
phants; Douglas-Hamilton et al. 2006; Plotnik et al. 2010; Xitco
et al. 2004).

Surely those without hands deserve another look.

So, are we the massively lucky species?
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Abstract: We are in vehement agreement with most of Vaesen’s key
claims. But Vaesen fails to consider or rebut the possibility that there
are deep causal dependencies among the various cognitive traits he
identifies as uniquely human. We argue that “higher-order relational
reasoning” is one such linchpin trait in the evolution of human tool use,
social intelligence, language, and culture.

We are in vehement agreement with most of Vaesen’s key claims.
We have long argued that sophisticated tool use and abstract
causal reasoning reflect a fundamental cognitive discontinuity
between humans and all other extant animals (Penn & Povinelli
2007a; Penn et al. 2008; Povinelli 2000). And we have previously
proposed, in this very journal, an explanation for the discontinu-
ity between human and non-human minds that overlaps with
Vaesen’s in many respects (Penn et al. 2008).

The remainder of this commentary, then, should be read as an
intramural critique. We have a couple of small issues with
Vaesen’s argument and one big one.

Causal reasoning. Vaesen correctly points out that “causal
understanding involves more than just noticing (e.g., through
trial and error) the covariance between a cause . . . and an
effect” (sect. 4, para. 1). But then Vaesen goes on to claim,
incorrectly in our view, that a cognizer must “infer a
mechanism” in order to possess true causal understanding. To
be sure, there are those who have advanced such a view (e.g.,
Ahn et al. 1995). However, the notion that prior knowledge of
a mechanism is required for causal understanding offers no
insight into how causal learning can get started: that is, how
can a reasoner infer a causal mechanism from noncausal
observations (Cheng 1993; 1997)? More recent theoretical
work based on variants of causal Bayes nets has established
that a cognizer can recognize a relation as specifically causal
without necessarily understanding anything about unobservable
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causal mechanisms (for reviews see Gopnik & Schulz 2007;
Holyoak & Cheng 2011).

Because Vaesen overlooks the distinction between causal
reasoning and the representation of unobservable causal mech-
anisms, he misconstrues the results of Povinelli’s rake exper-
iments as evidence that chimpanzees learn through “associative
learning” (sect. 4, para. 3). We have argued that the chimpanzees
in these experiments were perfectly capable of first-order causal
understanding (Penn & Povinelli 2007a). It is the ability to reason
about higher-order causal relationships that eludes them (Penn
et al. 2008; Povinelli 2000).

Function representations. Vaesen is probably correct that
chimpanzees do not form “functional representations” (sect. 5)
of tools in the same manner as humans. But it seems
implausible to us that chimpanzees do not form functional
representations at all. They certainly perceive stick-like objects
as able to “function” in a certain manner for achieving certain
goals, and these representations generalize over a fairly wide
variety of shapes, colors, and textures. In our view,
chimpanzees are perfectly able to form functional
representations of stick-like objects in terms of surface features
of the objects – they just fail to represent “functions” in terms
of the underlying causal mechanisms involved (Povinelli 2000).

Explaining the discontinuity. In summarizing his findings
from the first half of the paper, Vaesen (sect. 11) argues that
“no individual cognitive trait” can be singled out as the key trait
differentiating humans from other animals, and then claims
that his argument is an antidote to “single-trait explanations of
‘humaniqueness’” (sect. 11, para. 3). This is our major point of
contention with Vaesen.

To be sure, we know of no researcher who claims that there is
one and only one trait that distinguishes human and nonhuman cog-
nition. There are, indeed, a large number of cognitive traits that
appear to be distinctively human – ranging from mental state attri-
bution and language to causal reasoning and contingent
cooperation. But Vaesen does not consider or rebut the possibility
that there might be a deep dependency between many or even
all of these disparate traits both at a cognitive/computational level
of explanation and at an evolutionary/biological level of explanation.

It is possible, of course, that each of our uniquely human cogni-
tive traits evolved independently of each other, and that each is
embodied in a separate and independent “module” in the
human brain. There are certainly researchers who defend such a
“massively modular” explanation for human cognition (Carruthers
2005; Tetzlaff & Carruthers 2008). But to our eyes, it seems wildly
implausible that one and only one species was lucky enough to
have evolved separate and independent mechanisms for each of
these uniquely human traits (in a few million years to boot),
whereas no other species evolved any of them. It seems much
more likely (not to mention parsimonious) that there are deeper
dependencies among these disparate traits such that a species
that evolved a few linchpin traits would be in a more propitious
state, from an evolutionary point of view, to acquire the others.

We have argued that the ability to represent and reason about
the relation among relations – that is, “high-order relational
reasoning” – is a plausible candidate for one of these linchpin
traits (Penn et al. 2008). It certainly seems noteworthy that
many of the cognitive traits Vaesen identifies as instrumental in
the evolution of human tool use – causal reasoning, functional
representations, foresight, teaching, mental state attribution,
contingent reciprocity, goal sharing – appear to depend upon a
common set of higher-order relational competences.

Numerous researchers, for example, have demonstrated a
strong empirical relationship between higher-order relational
reasoning and theory-of-mind competence (e.g., Andrews et al.
2003; Zelazo et al. 2002). And almost all theoretical models of
mental state attribution presume higher-order relational reason-
ing as an underlying mechanism (e.g., see the theories proposed

in Carruthers & Smith 1996). With respect to causal reasoning,
most contemporary researchers agree that the ability to reason
about a network of causal relations in a systematic and allocentric
fashion is the bedrock of human causal cognition (e.g., Lagnado
et al. 2005; Tenenbaum et al. 2006). Higher-order relations are
also central to language (e.g., Gomez & Gerken 2000; Hauser
et al. 2002; Pinker & Jackendoff 2005).

The cognitive traits Vaesen subsumes under the heading of
“executive control” are a motley set. There is good evidence that
some of these – e.g., inhibition, autocuing, and self-monitoring –
are necessary components of the ability to reason about higher-
order relations (Andrews et al. 2003; Cho et al. 2010; Halford
et al. 1998; Robin & Holyoak 1995). Others – for example,
foresight, hierarchical planning, and inferential coherence –
are plausibly the result of being able to reason about higher-
order relations.

Much work remains to be done to disentangle the necessary and
sufficient components of higher-order relational reasoning in
humans, and to understand how such a unique computational
mechanism evolved in the brain of one particular species.
However, there is already strong evidence, from a wide variety of
domains and researchers, that this ability lies at the heart of
“what makes us so smart” (Gentner 2003). Our principle difference
with Vaesen is that he neither considers nor rebuts this possibility.

The key to cultural innovation lies in the group
dynamic rather than in the individual mind
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Abstract: Vaesen infers unique properties of mind from the appearance
of specific cultural innovation – a correlation without causal direction.
Shifts in habitat, population density, and group dynamics are the only
independently verifiable incentives for changes in cultural practices.
The transition from Acheulean to Late Stone Age technologies requires
that we consider how population and social dynamics affect cultural
innovation and mental function.

By focusing on human cognitive capabilities, Vaesen dismisses the
function of the group dynamic in the emergence of complex social
repertories (Garrod & Doherty 1994; Steels 2006; Steels et al.
2002). Underlying biological capacities tend to be difficult to
delineate; the same biology often displays considerable behavioral
flexibility in response to shifts in social dynamics and environ-
mental challenges. Vaesen’s nine cognitive prerequisites are
important for human cultural evolution, but one can make only
educated guesses about how, why, or when these capabilities
emerged. Evidence for cognitive capacities is inferred from the
presence of the tool assemblages they purport to explain,
without independent evidence for the direction of causation. Cer-
tainly, one can argue that many if not all of these capacities,
including language, were present in Homo erectus toolmakers.

Three parameters are consistently associated with complex
cultural adaptations to an environment: (1) relatively large
brains and prolonged postnatal, activity-dependent maturation
of the central nervous system, (2) environmental stress, and (3)
increased population densities. Over hominin evolution, as a con-
sequence of maturational delays and encephalization, human
brains came to have remarkable developmental plasticity
throughout the lifespan. Changes in life history created the
potential for behavioral flexibility and altered social dynamics
among mothers, infants, and others (Hrdy 2009; Kaplan et al.
2000; O’Connell et al. 2002; Ragir 1985). Evidence for
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maturational changes is abundant in the fossil record beginning
3–4 mya and indicates a relatively modern profile of prolonged
juvenile growth and encephalization beginning with H. erectus
(Ragir 2000). The altered human life history is best explained
through changes in habitat, diet, and locomotion (Aiello &
Wells 2002; Cachel & Harris 1995; Laden & Wrangham 2005;
Ragir et al. 2000). The transition from Acheulean to Middle
Palaeolithic in Europe (Middle Stone Age in Africa) took place
long after the appearance of a human-size brain and develop-
mental profile. This leaves the interdependence between
environmental stress and regional population growth as the
incentive for the proliferation of human technologies in the
Middle Pliestocene.

Improvements in diet supported increases in population den-
sities by decreasing birth spacing (Aiello & Key 2002). Intensifi-
cation of exploitation of local resources has been closely
associated with a division of labor and the specialization of knowl-
edge required for rapid technological advancement (Jochim
1981). Technological advancement progresses slowly where
populations are small and widely dispersed, and where there is
little external pressure for change, as in modern hunter-gatherer
societies (Jochim 1976); indeed, technological advances may be
lost between generations when there is a drop in population
density (Boserup 1981).

Let us consider how changes in population density result in the
specialization of labor and knowledge using cooking as an
example. Within a community, cooking skills are typically wide-
spread, but the quality of production is uneven. In small commu-
nities, foods are often limited to local produce and ethnic
tradition, and equipment is general purpose. Among home
cooks, some are especially talented and capable of producing
high-quality meals, but their innovative recipes and techniques
often disappear after a generation or two. As communities
increase in size, functional institutions appear (e.g., courts,
estates, the army) that use full-time cooks to prepare meals for
dozens of people. Professionals design specific tools to take the
guesswork out of combining ingredients and systematize the
techniques and timing of food preparation. With specialization
comes a formal transfer of skills in the form of recipes, apprentice-
ships, and schools that disseminate a standardized knowledge of
cooking methods. Archaeologically, the simple artifacts of home
cooking appear as early as sedentary villages; and these continue
to be found even after the appearance of the specialized toolkits of
professional chefs. One does not supersede the other – they con-
tinue, one changing slowly and the other proliferating innovations,
spatially but not temporally distinct.

Studies of language formation offer further insights into the
emergence of complex cultural repertories. Among deaf individ-
uals, the effect of community size on the emergence of communi-
cation systems from home sign to fully developed sign languages
demonstrates the centrality of social dynamics. Isolated deaf chil-
dren invariably use gestures to communicate with family
members and achieve a perceptible degree of systematization
in their gestural repertories (Goldin-Meadow 2003). However,
within a broader community, systemization creates stable,
broadly shared system of signs (Kendon 1984). Given a commu-
nity open to new learners, the informal syntax of a pidgin coa-
lesces into a formal syntactic system within a few generations
(Kegl et al. 1999). Whereas isolated deaf children create idiosyn-
cratic conventions in interaction with their families, global
conventions emerge only within communities of some critical
size (Ragir 2002; Senghas et al. 2005).

Simulations and experimental studies further demonstrate the
role of collaborative learning in the proliferation and mainten-
ance of novel systems of information exchange. Fay, Garrod,
and colleagues (e.g., Fay et al. 2010; Garrod et al. 2010) com-
pared the emergent graphic communicative systems of those par-
ticipants engaged in pair-wise interactions with different group
members and those of isolated pairs over an equivalent
number of communicative turns. Only in the case of

community-wide interactions did individuals converge on a
global system. Furthermore, global signs were found to be
more transparent with respect to meaning than were those pro-
duced by isolated pairs (Fay et al. 2008). These results suggest
that system standardization and streamlining may require colla-
borative negotiations among members of groups larger than a
family (Fay et al. 2000).

Group dynamics lead to the emergence of conventional pro-
cedures and global symbols, in such domains as ceramics,
fashion, music, and the Internet, from cottage crafts to the assem-
bly line. The resultant technologies alter the ontogeny of individ-
ual minds, in the form of activity-dependent changes in
information processing (Bavelier et al. 2010; Donald 1991;
Greenfield 1984; Tobach et al. 1997). Simple negotiations of
information are capable of producing unexpectedly complex be-
havioral repertories, such as seen among social insects, migratory
birds, and animals engaged in cooperative parenting (Hrdy
2009). Social interactions that systematize activities and negotiate
global conventions effect significant changes in neural connec-
tivity and cognitive functions. Unique human faculties are
likely to emerge as the result of, rather than as necessary con-
ditions for, innovative cultural repertories.

The limits of chimpanzee-human comparisons
for understanding human cognition
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Abstract: Evolutionary questions require specialized approaches, part of
which are comparisons between close relatives. However, to understand
the origins of human tool behavior, comparisons with solely chimpanzees
are insufficient, lacking the power to identify derived traits. Moreover,
tool use is unlikely a unitary phenomenon. Large-scale comparative
analyses provide an alternative and suggest that tool use co-evolves
with a suite of cognitive traits.

We are sympathetic to Vaesen’s view that no single cognitive trait
differentiates human tool behavior from that of other animals,
and we agree that comparative analysis has an important role in
understanding the cognitive bases of human tool use. However,
in our view, several vital issues are unaddressed. Have tool-
using capacities driven human cognitive evolution, or is tool
use the by-product of another ability? To what degree are the
perceptual and cognitive traits underlying tool use and techno-
logical cultural evolution independent from each other and
from morphological, societal, or ecological traits? What is the
role of culture and development in shaping patterns of tool inno-
vation and social learning? How much of cumulative cultural
evolution rests on increases in causal understanding of tools, as
Vaesen suggests, and how much on retention of “blind” variants
(Simonton 2003)?

Here we focus on problems raised by the analysis of human
tool behavior based on comparisons with one taxon, chimpan-
zees. Vaesen’s aim is not to compare humans and chimpanzees,
but to understand the cognitive bases of human tool use. As
useful as comparisons with chimpanzees are, Vaesen’s appli-
cation of this tactic is critically flawed for at least four reasons.
Although Vaesen admits his narrow focus on chimpanzees, the
flaws are germane both to his conclusions and to other work in
the field.
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First, Vaesen’s chimpanzee-human comparison assumes that
shared ancestry explains similarities, whereas differences are
explained by independent evolution of the trait in humans and
not, for example, the loss of the trait in chimpanzees. However,
the ancestral state must be established, which requires investi-
gation of additional species (de Kort & Clayton 2006).

Second, tool use is unlikely a unitary phenomenon. A variety of
neurocognitive and genetic mechanisms can underlie a behavior-
al outcome such as tool use (Shumaker et al. 2011). Hence, it is
not a given that similarities and differences between species in
tool-related behavior or test performance equate to similarities
and differences in underlying cognition, potentially compromis-
ing the explanatory power of species comparisons. Independent
evolution may have produced similar behavioral specializations
with different underlying mechanisms (de Kort & Clayton
2006), or behavioral similarities may appear as a consequence
of some third variable, such as enhanced social tolerance (van
Schaik et al. 1999). Furthermore, tool-using capacities may be
present but unexpressed. For example, expression of true and
proto-tool use (Shumaker et al. 2011) appears sensitive to vari-
ation in social and ecological conditions. Finches turn to tools
in arid conditions, rarely using tools to extract prey where food
is abundantly accessible (Tebbich et al. 2002); dolphins use
sponges to locate prey that cannot be detected by other means
(Patterson & Mann 2011); adult male capuchin monkeys are
strong enough to bite open certain nuts, whereas females and
juveniles require tools to open them (Fragaszy & Visalberghi
1989); and grackles use water to soften hard food when the
risks of kleptoparasitism are low (Morand-Ferron et al. 2004).
These observations suggest tool use may frequently be a costly
option employed flexibly, taken when other options fail or are
unavailable. Similarly, innovation in tool use can be employed
flexibly; for example, driven by the social milieu (Reader &
Laland 2003; Toelch et al. 2011). Hence, numerous variables
could underlie species differences in tool-related behavior, and
even apparent similarities may reflect different underlying
mechanisms.

Third, chimpanzees may be well studied, and our close rela-
tives, and provide much informative data (e.g., Hrubesch et al.
2009; Marshall-Pescini & Whiten 2008), but other animals
provide relevant data and counterpoints to Vaesen’s proposals.
For example, work on finches and crows demonstrates that
social learning is not essential for the acquisition of tool use
(Kenward et al. 2005; Tebbich et al. 2001); meanwhile
macaque observational data suggest that social transmission of
nonfunctional object manipulation occurs outside humans
(Leca et al. 2007, who do not class nonfunctional behavior as
tool use). Similarly, selective social learning may be rarely docu-
mented in apes but has been described in numerous other
species, including monkeys, other mammals, fish, and birds
(Laland 2004; Lindeyer & Reader 2010; Seppänen et al. 2011;
van de Waal et al. 2010). Selective social learning may be necess-
ary for cumulative cultural evolution, but is clearly not sufficient,
unless cumulative cultural evolution occurs unobserved in these
animals. Researchers have demonstrated several other behaviors
in non-primates that Vaesen identifies as distinctively human:
ants, pied babblers, and meerkats teach; fish punish and image-
score; birds use baits to trap prey, forgoing immediate rewards
in a manner not unlike the human traps that Vaesen argues
require foresight and inhibition (Bshary & Grutter 2005; 2006;
Shumaker et al. 2011; Thornton & Raihani 2011). We urge
caution in interpreting even flexible and sophisticated tool use
as necessarily the product of complex cognition.

Finally, any comparison based on an effective sample size of
two is problematic. Humans and chimpanzees differ on numer-
ous characteristics. In the absence of additional behavioral data
on the role of underlying candidate mechanisms in tool use,
any of these characteristics alone or in combination could
account for differences in tool behavior. To robustly identify
correlates of tool use with comparative data, repeated and

independent co-evolution must be observed, using modern tech-
niques to focus on independent evolutionary events and to
account for multiple confounding variables (Nunn & Barton
2001). Confidence in such results is strengthened further if the
same patterns are observed in multiple taxa. Such correlational
comparative analyses, incorporating large numbers of species,
reveal that avian and primate tool use has co-evolved with
several cognitive traits and with brain volume measures, and
(in primates) with manual dexterity (Byrne 1997; Deaner et al.
2006; Lefebvre et al. 2002; 2004; Overington et al. 2009;
Reader & Laland 2002; Reader et al. 2011; van Schaik et al.
1999). These data, supported by discoveries of tool use capabili-
ties in species previously not noted tool users (Reader et al. 2011;
Shumaker et al. 2011), are consistent with the idea that tool use
can result from a generalized cognitive ability and that it forms
part of a correlated suite of traits. However, such analyses
would benefit from experimental data teasing apart the processes
underlying tool behavior.

If human tool use really is unique, identification of its cognitive
bases by comparison with any species will be problematic. We
must unpack tool use, understand the underlying motivational
and neurocognitive mechanisms in humans and other species,
and study a range of species that both possess and lack these abil-
ities in order to understand the consequences for tool behavior.
Evolutionary approaches hence have an important role to play
in investigations of cognition. Work with chimpanzees is but
one part of solving this important issue.
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Abstract: Vaesen argues that functional knowledge differentiates
humans from non-human primates. However, the rationale he provides
for this position is open to question – with respect to both the
underlying theoretical assumptions and inferences drawn from certain
empirical studies. Indeed, there is some recent empirical work that
suggests that functional fixedness is not necessarily uniquely human. I
also question the central role of stable function representations in
Vaesen’s account of tool production and use.

In his target article, Vaesen acknowledges the fundamental role
of tools in characterizing uniquely human psychological skills,
but he perseveres with a vision that distinguishes material tools
from psychological (ideal) ones. The argument he develops in
the article omits a long-standing and important conceptual tra-
dition in psychology, namely the cultural-historical tradition
(e.g., Cole 1996). In this approach, tools have a dual nature;
they are at the same time both material and ideal. The dual
nature of tools has implications for many of the nine cognitive
capacities noted by Vaesen. I will focus on functional represen-
tation, as it has important implications for how we understand
and develop novel forms of artifacts. Vaesen argues that func-
tional knowledge differentiates humans from non-human pri-
mates, but his argumentation is problematic – with respect
both to the empirical evidence and to certain of his theoretical
assumptions, which I outline briefly below.
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Problems concerning empirical evidence. There is some
recent empirical evidence that seems to show that functional
fixedness is not uniquely human. Hanus et al. (2011) have
provided suggestive evidence for the hypothesis, put forward
by Tennie et al. (2010), that the difference they observed
between chimpanzees and orangutans in their ability to solve
the Floating Peanuts task (Mendes et al. 2007) was due to the
functional fixedness of the chimpanzees with respect to the
water dispenser. In Experiment 3, Hanus and colleagues
showed that simply adding a new water dispenser in the
experimental settings led the chimpanzees to use water as a
tool for recovering the peanuts – but by taking water from the
new dispenser only, and not from the one from which they
used to drink. This would seem to indicate that the chimps also
show functional fixedness.

Theoretical assumptions. Stable function representations
cannot account for the peculiar human ability to generate
functions that go beyond what is physically feasible to perform
with any material thing. The generation of such functions is the
result of the dual nature of artifacts (material and ideal), as
expressed in cultural-historical psychology (Ilyenkov 1977).
Vaesen (2011) recognizes the dual nature of tools, but
addresses the ideal side as representing the intentions of the
designers embodied in the tool (i.e., functional aspects) as well
as by other roles involved in the production of the material
object (marketing, manufacturing). But the ideal component is
not a matter of capturing the functional or pragmatic factors
that in different moments inform the production of a material
tool. It has to do rather with how people harness material
things (natural and artificial, abiotic and biotic) for thought.

It has to do with two complementary sides of the same coin: on
the one side, with the ability to perceive, understand, and use for
their own goals the intentional relations that other persons have
with an object or tool in their everyday practice – the intentional
relations that other people have to the world through that object
(i.e., intentional affordances; Tomasello 1999). This intentional
relation may or may not be related to the intentions of the
people involved in the original production of the artifacts
(Rizzo 2000; 2006). Indeed, as observed by the Victorian writer
Samuel Butler (1912/1951): “Strictly speaking, nothing is a tool
except during use. The essence of a tool, therefore, lies in some-
thing outside the tool itself” (p. 121).

On the other side, the ideal component has to do with our
capacity to go beyond what is physically feasible to perform
with any material thing. This is an ability humans show very
early in their development; for example, in pretend play. In
pretend play, meaning is cast on objects in virtue of the actions
the objects allow the children to perform, yet these actions are
performed away from conventional use of the object. Pretend
objects still need to support the pretend act, but a pretend
horse does not need to afford riding or feeding; it only needs to
afford pretend riding or feeding. Actually, the child can select
very different objects as a pretend horse, insofar as the objects
are good enough to support the specific enactment. It’s the
pattern of action that specifies the meaning, not the object (Szo-
lonsky 2006). Lev Vygotsky (1933/1967) gave a clear description
of this phenomenon:

In play the child creates the structure meaning/object, in which the
semantic aspect – the meaning of the thing – dominates and deter-
mines his behavior. To a certain extent meaning is freed from the
object with which it was directly fused before. I would say that in
play a child concentrates on meaning severed from objects. (p. 11)

And Vygotsky was quite explicit in stating that “a child does not
symbolize in play”:

A symbol is a sign, but the stick is not the sign of a horse. Properties of
things are retained, but their meaning is inverted, i.e., the idea
becomes the central point. It can be said that in this structure things
are moved from a dominating to a subordinate position. (p. 11)

Pretend play is most likely a uniquely human social activity
(Rakoczy 2008); and, like speech, it has to do with the emancipa-
tion of situational constraints and with the creation of a new
reality, which exists only in virtue of the human ability to share
intentions. This allows the arbitrary creation of what Searle
(1995) has named the status function of objects. For example,
there is nothing in the physical constitution of a 10-euro note
that makes it money, as even if I could clone a 10-euro note
atom by atom, the result would not be money. It is the collective,
yet subjective, intentionality that creates an objective and factual
reality, which exists only for humans.

Therefore, specifically human functional knowledge would
be better characterized not by stable function representation
but by pretend play and drama inquiry. Indeed, these are just
the key components of human innovative strategies such as gen-
erative scenarios (Rizzo & Bacigalupo 2004) and tinkering with
things:

Tinkering is what happens when you try something you don’t quite
know how to do, guided by whim, imagination, and curiosity. When
you tinker, there are no instructions – but there are also no failures,
no right or wrong ways of doing things. It’s about figuring out how
things work and reworking them. Contraptions, machines, wildly mis-
matched objects working in harmony – this is the stuff of tinkering.
Tinkering is, at its most basic, a process that marries play and
inquiry. (Banzi 2008, vi–vii)
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Abstract: Comparing cognitive functions between humans and
nonhuman primates is helpful for understanding human tool use. We
comment on the latest insights from comparative research on executive
control functions. Based on our own work, we discuss how even a
mental function in which non-human primates outperform humans
might have played a key role in the development of tool use.

Research on executive control has rapidly grown over the last
15 years. There has been an increasing conjunction of psy-
chology and neuroscience, not only in brain imaging, but also
in single-neuron studies in monkeys (Stoet & Snyder 2004;
2009).

There is general agreement that the functions involved in
executive control are used to coordinate and resolve conflicts
between more basic processes. There are a number of different
mechanisms that are part of the executive control family: (1) flexi-
bility – the capacity to switch attention between different tasks;
(2) goal setting – the capacity to set a goal; (3) planning, includ-
ing initiation and sequencing – the capacity to determine a series
of steps necessary to reach a goal; (4) inhibitory control – the
capacity to suppress distracting or irrelevant information and
thoughts; (5) monitoring – the capacity to monitor whether
actions result in their intended outcome; (6) adjustment – the
capacity to adjust a course of action even after it has been
initiated; and (7) maintenance – short-term maintenance of
information related to the above functions; for example, goal
setting implies that the brain can maintain the goal represen-
tation for a certain time.

Vaesen lists only some of these executive functions, namely,
inhibitory control, planning, and monitoring. Further, he lists
autocueing; that is, the capacity to think about things other
than those triggered by external stimuli. This use of autocueing
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